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ABSTRACT
Laser supported propulsion of a micro-airplane with water-covered ablator is demonstrated. The repetitive use of
overlay structure is experimentally demonstrated with specially-designed water supply. The various transparent
overlay is investigated by the CIP-based hydrodynamic code and experiments by pendulum and srmi-conductor load
cell. The momentum coupling efficiency of 5000 Nsec/MJ has been achieved by ORION experiments that agree
with the simulation code. With the maximum efficiency _ 105 N-sec/Mi predicted by the simulation, 30 pulses
of MJ laser can give the sound speed to 10 tons airplane. The concept can also be used for driving a micro-ship
inside human body and a robot under the accidental circurn tance of nuclear power reactor in which large amount
of neutron source makes electronic device useless.
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1. INTRODUCTION is the key issue for realistic application. In this paper we
shall propose a practical concept for laser-supported air-

Kantrowitz proposed using laser ablation as an alterna- plane and investigate the process in detail by experiments
tive to chemical propulsion for space vehicles in 1972' 1 and simulations.
The driving laser is located on the Earth, and no addi- Adding to ts, we propose several near-term apph-
tional source of thrust is required on the vehicles. Recent cations of this concept. These are kite-plane, X-ray
developments in high power lasers show that this idea is laser-driven micro-ship inside the human body, airship
realistic.21 In fact, the vertical launch of a 100-g rocket
has already been demonstrated.3 for telecommunication and so on. These subjects are now

in consideration with joint project among (1) Tokyo In-
As an important near-future application, we propose stitute of Technology, 2) Photonic Associates, 3) Osaka

a propulsion concept in which a laser drives a micro- Institute of Technology, 4 Japan Atomic Energy Re-
airplane, and demonstrate it by experiments with a search Institute (JAERI), (5) National Istitute for Envi-
59OmJ/5ns YAG laser. The successful flight of the air- ronmental Studies and 6) National Institute of Advanced
plane relies on the enhanced coupling concept. For at Industrial Science and Technology in Japan.
least 30 years,5 solid transparent overlays on absorbing In section 2 the coupling theories are reviewed and
surfaces have been used as a way of enhancing surface compared with each other. Section 3 provides experi-
pressure and the laser momentum coupling coefficient due mental investigation of single- and multi-layered targets
to plsed lasers. The use of such concept for target accel- together with simulations. Demonstration of the micro-
eration appeared as an application to laser-driven fusion. airplane is given in section 4 followed by water supply
The efficiency enhancement is attributed to the cannon- concept for repetitive impulse. Section gives future ap-
ball effect suggested by Winterberg,' Azechi' and Yabe'
independently. The first two6,7 used an enclosed config- plications of this concept.
uration (like a real cannon) and the latter8 employed a 2. ENHANCED COUPLING THEORY
transparent overlay which was introduced to laser propul-
sion by Fabbro9 and Phipps.'o Although the enhance- Although Anderholm-' observed enhanced coupling in
ment is encouraging, the repetitive use of the structure overlay targets, he did not consider the acceleration ef-
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ficiency but simply attributed the enhancement to re- 3. PENDULUM EXPERIMENTS AND
duced plasma production. In 1976, two different theories SIMULATIONS
appeared on the quantitative estimation of the coupling
efficiency. One is based on the concept of cannon ball.
Winterberg 6 considered simple momentum conservation First of all, we shall investigate the effect of ablator struc-
of two materials indicated by suffices and 2 ture both by experiments and simulations. Two types of

experiments have been done. One is the time-integrated
MlUl = M2U2- (1) measurement of momentum of target with pendulum and

where M is the total mass and U the velocity. Then ki- time-resolved measurement of exerting force by a load
netic energy gained by each target is cell. Although the numerical simulation on these pro-

cesses are very important to resolve them, the phenomena
El MIU2 M2 consist of complex processes like melting and evaporation

2 - Ml' (2) together with large deformation of material interface, and
E2 M2U2 thus the numerical scheme to solve solid, liquid and gas

Thus the most of the energy goes to lighter target (El simultaneously is required to deal with drastic change of
E2 for Ml M2). In order to increase the efficiency, he density. In this paper, we investigate laser propulsion
proposed to place a heavier material as shown Fig.l. by nmerical simulation code PARCIPHAL based on the

CIP-CUP method 12 that can satisfy such a demand, and
This theory seems to be reasonable but we can not evaluate effects caused by the difference of target struc-

get rid of enhancement because large amount of ablated ture like a multi-layered target that consists of metal layer
material is needed for high efficiency. That is, El = E2 over-coated with transparent material.
is obtained only by Ml = M2 which means the ablated
material must be the same as the target and we need to
carry a large amount of "fuel" like a normal rocket. In The simulation code PARCIPHAL includes absorp-
contrast to this momentum theory, also in 1976 one of the tion processes by conduction electron and plasmas, ther-
authors Yabe 8 considered a situation in which metal tar- mal conduction, viscosity, elastic-plastic deformation, hy-
get is covered with transparent and heavy material and drodynamics and equation of state considering latent
laser beam penetrates through the transparent layer and heat. This code demonstrated its accuracy and ability
then deposits the energy at the interface. Yabe applied in imulating laser cutting and ablation process in feinto-
the blast wave theory to this situation in which two shock second, nano-second, micro-second and milli-second laser

13waves are generated in two materials after the energy is pulses.
transmitted through the layer on the laser side and ab-
sorbed at the interface as shown in Fig.2. This analysis The simulation of ablation processes is performed in
can be done by a self-similar solution but Yabe obtained axi-symnietric two- dimensional configuration. Incident
the same conclusion as the exact solution by using simple laser beam is assumed to have the Gaussian shape both
estimation. Suppose the two shock waves driven in two in time and space. Once the maximum laser inten-
directions and the momentum flow carried by these shock sity Io, pulse duration , focusing radius ro are given
waves is as parameter then the momentum coupling coefficient

Pi Ul = P2 U2" (3) C,,,[N-sec/MJ] is defined as the ratio of target momen-
where p is the density. Thus the flow of kinetic energy W tum to incident laser pulse energy L during the ejection
carried by each shock waves is of laser-ablated material (the photoablation process).

WI pi U3 )1/2
= ( P2 7nAu 2 Vr7r

3 pi (4) C = - , L = Io -7rrdr-2 (5)
W2 �2 U2 L

Interestingly, this last relation is exactly the same as that where mAu is the momentum of target obtained after
for the total energy flow W carried by shock waves when laser irradiation. The exerting force is calculated by sum-
the exact self similar solution is used." Thus the effi- ming up the pressure along the target surface and inte-
ciency is determined only from the density not from total grating it in time.
mass. This conclusion is very important and instanta-
neous efficiency of coupling only depends on the ablation
mass density. Actually as shown later on, high-efficiency In the followings, we shall investigate two types of
acceleration has been achieved only with small ablator target, standard target (hereafter ST) and exotic tr-
mass which is 1/10 f target. get(hereafter ET) as shown in Fig.2.
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3.1. Standard Target The corresponding simulation with PARCIPHAL is

Let us at first theoretically investigate the acceleration of also depicted in Fig.4 and agrees well with experimental
ST by PARCIPHAL changing laser intensity I from 106 ones showing its reliability and hence we expect larger
to loll MW/M2) for an aluminum target placed in at- coupling coefficient for lower laser intensity beyond the
mospheric pressure of .Olatm. Laser pulse is 5ns and experimental data. In contrast to the ST, C.. of the
wavelength is 1064 . Figure 3 shows the time evolu- ET increases even with decreasing intensity I because the
tion of ablation process for various laser intensities. High space between the two layers is filled with evaporated gas
temperature region can be seen not on the surface of tar- I providing a large amount of energy to drive the metal
get but in the gas neighbor to the surface as shown by the target, wile the reduced C at high laser intensity is the
arrows. This is because plasma that absorbs laser energy same as the case of ST, i.e., it is dominated by plasma
is generated by ablation. Plasma temperature becomes a shielding.
few tens of eV. After lolls, high density of .lkg/m 3 re- Intense plasma formation has two independent effects
gion appears at the head of ablation. It is the blast wave in the present situation. First, it limits the laser energy
through ambient gas generated by so-called LSD Laser- which can reach the ablator surface above a well-defined
Supported Detonation) shock wave, whose pressure and threshold. Figueira, et a.11 show with experimental
temperature are aso higher than those in the other re- examples how laser-produced plasma transmission self-
gion. adjusts to limit the transmitted energy to a fixed value

In the simulation of the standard target (ST) (the above the threshold for this "clamping" behavior. Sec-
single-layer target), C has the maximum of 17 ond, it forces an increasing fraction of the incident laser
[N-sec/MJ] at 7x103 MW secl/2/M2 lXlo8MW/M2 ) as energy to be converted to high-velocity plasma kinetic en-
shown in Fig.4 because laser energy is too small to drive ergy, degrading the momentum coupling efficiency. This
the aluminum target when I is less than the ptimal in- degradation occurs because the definition of C, (momen-
tensity. In ST's, most of the energy is transferred to low tum/energy - 1/v) causes it to be small for high ejecta
density gas and only a small fraction of energy (normally velocity.
less than a few percent) is used to drive a target. On the 3.3. Liquid Tamper vs Solid Tamper
other hand, when I is larger, laser-produced plasma ab- Similar experiments have been performed also for water
sorbs most of the laser energy by inverse Bremsstrahlung overlay. Figure 5(d) shows the systematic increase of C,
and shields the target surface. Tis is justified by viewing we observed for water overlay compared with acrylic over-
temperature profile in Fig.3. Actually, plasma tempera- lay. In the case of water, both pendulum and load cell
ture reaches a few hundreds eV because most of laser measurements are compared for the calibration of the
energy is absorbed by plasma for 10'W/m'. load cell. In order to examine this increase, we have

performed a simulation with .1mm thick overlay for a
3.2. Exotic target 2.01 x 104 MW.sec'/2/M2 laser beam. As Fig.5(a) shows,

Next, we investigate layered pendulum that consists of the acrylic overlay did not bum through because of mate-
aluminum target over-coated with transparent material. rial strength and all the layer even outside the laser spot
The layered target, which we call "exotic target (ET)" moves together. Tis is actually observed in the experi-
hereafter relies on the enhanced coupling efficiency of the ments and we a-re able to retrieve the acryl of complete
target geometry in which a transparent material overlies shape as it was. In contrast, oly a part of the layer (cor-
• metal layer. In order to investigate tis coupling, we did responding to the laser spot size) is exploded in the water
• systematic survey with experiments and simulations. overlay [see Fig.5(b)]. As shown in Fig.5(c), C, of water

Figure 4 includes the experimental results by the LH- gradually increases in time. Since it needs huge compu-
MEL Nd:g1ass laser at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.10 tation time to simulate the overlay of rnm size, we sim-
The laser consists of four 64-inm diameter flashlamp- ulated .lrnrn thickness and C was consequently lower
pumped glass rods fed by two separate oscillators which than experiments.
were combined on a polarization beam splitter at their We must remember that the data of glass shown in
input aperture. Mutual isolation of the oscillators was Fig.4 and Fig.5(d) are taken in vacuum condition while
accomplished with a Faraday rotator for one and a others are in atmospheric pressure. Our experimental re-
polarizer- A/4 plate unit for the other. Relative timing of sults show an increase of C, in standard target with in-
the two oscillators could be adjusted from 0-100ps with creasing atmospheric pressure and this is because air acts
llLs jitter. The purpose of this arrangement was to test like a second tamping layer. However, the back-pressure
the effect of double pulses on coupling which will not be dependence with the exotic target may be smaller be-
discussed here. In tis experiment, glass is used as a tam- cause of the large tamping effect that is already included
per. The laser parameters are given in Table.l. as overlay.
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4. MICRO-AIRPLANE that the water did not escape from the hole due to sur-
Since the performance of ET target revealed the promis- face tension and was quickly supplied after irradiation as
ing results, we shall turn to practical application of this shown in Fig.9.
concept. As an important near-future application, we Let us estimate the recovering time of water surface.
propose a propulsion concept in wich a laser drives a The effect of surface tension is given as follows.
micro-airplane that can be used for observation of cli- dV aS
mate and volcanic eruption, and demonstrate it by exper- M_ = - (6)
iments with a 590mJ/5ns YAG laser. The micro-airplane dt R
can be less than 0g sufficient for loading observation where M = 7rR3 p13 is the mass of water droplet of ra-
and communication devices like cell phone if no engine dius R and the surface area. Thus the time scale of
and controlling devices are necessary. Since the verti- restoration is
cal launch of the rocket of around 0g has already been t= PR 3 12

demonstrated,3 micro airplane is much easier and does 3a (7)
not need larger laser energy because it can fly with wing
and need not be launched vertically. Therefore if the required repetition time should be less

than a second, the radius of water must be less than
4.1. Flying Micro-airplane (3alp) 1/3 which is 6cm and 2mm size of hole is sufficient
Two types of paper airplane are examined with for the recovery within a second. In turn, if the hole size
two different ablation structures. In one type, a is 2mm, the restoration time by surface tension is 0006
38mmx30mmx5mni airplane of .1g-weight, is placed on sec and we can use the overlay structure in such a short
the platform with a guiding groove and is irradiated by time cycle without any mechanism to drive the structure.
one pulse of YAG laser. Figure 6 shows the most fre- Water has another advantage since it is included in
quently observed behavior, in which the airplane makes a the air and can be continuously collected by condensa-
circular flight and turns back. The ablation structure is a tion from the air.
3.5mrnx3.5mmx0.1mm-thick alumintun foil over-coated
with 0.6mm-thick acryl. Figure 7 shows the second type 5.FUTURE
of airplane of 39mrnx56mmxI5mm size and 0.2g-weight.
In this case, the laser target is a 3min-diameter, 00149 The result in Fig.4 is very exciting. The maximum value
water droplet attached to the aluminum foil. In both - 105 Nsec/MJ obtained by simulations means that one
figures, large bright spot on the left shows the laser irra- pulse of MJ laser can give a velocity 1m/sec to an air-
diation zone. plane of 10tons. After 30 pulses it gains the speed of

Ile measured velocity of the airplane for the case sound !!! Thus much smaller laser is sufficient for prac-
in which the flight path was normal to the camera was tical applications. Even 1MJ laser is not a dream but
1.4m/sec at the beginning. This gives Cm =237N.sec/Mi Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory is building it
, in rough agreement with the scaling law in Fig.4 for -_ for the purpose of laser-driven fusion. Although the rep-
1.8x104 MW.SeCI/2/M2 based on the 760pm focal spot etition rate is an order of day at present, 1Hz operation

diameter. Following this scaling law, we already achieved will be possible near future. Not only such airplane but
500ON-sec/MJ with a larger laser on an ET target, and we can drive ships skimming on the water surface. Need-
much larger efficiency of - 105N-sec/MJ is expected from less to say, the space rocket in outer space can also be
simulation results. Therefore the use of exotic target con- driven. In the last case, however, we need to find water
cept for a propulsion system is attractive for practical in outer space from the object like comet.

applications. 'Racing the airplane is another difficult subject.
NASDA (National Space Development Agency of Japan)

4.2. Water Supply for Re etitive Propulsion is testing acquisition and tracking technology for laser

For practical application, the overlay structure must be inter-satellite communications(see Fig.10). This technol-

repetitively constructed. Phipps et.al.15 proposed the use ogy can be used for airplane.

of rolling film like video tape. In the present case, how- If we can use the phase-conjugation mirror in lasers
ever, we prefer to use water overlay because of several ad- and array of prisms at the airplane, we can scan over
vantages (1) higher efficiency 2) easier arrangement 3) the neighboring area of airplane by small signal laser and
automaic collection from air and so on. For water supply, only signal that will return back from prisms is ampli-
we here propose a structure shown in Fig.8, where water fied by the amplifier with phase-conjugation mirror and
is contained in a narrow space between two plates with is directed back to the airplane again. With the speed of
a small hole of 2rnrn in one side. We have demonstrated light, the propagation time of light in the distance of Ilan
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is 3Asec and airplane of 3Om/sec moves only 1mm during useless. If we need to send robots to this place,
this period. In such a system, the water supply is com- the robots must be driven by some means. We are
posed of many holes like lotus nut not like a single hole planning to drive these robots by laser in a long dis-
in Fig.8 and the exact location of hole is not necessarily tance. We can use shape memory alloy heated by
illuminated. laser to make movement of robots as well as direct

We should notice that control of the airplane can also ablation process. These robots will be carried by
be accomplished by direct ablation of wing material, or the sip given below.
heating of shape memory alloy on the wing which can be
deformed by laser heat deposition without ablation. The
paper by K.Aoki et.al. in the same proceedings reports
the electrical output from solar panel heated by laser and e Mini-Airship In Japan, we have a project for mak-
its use for the movement of shape memory alloy. ing airship for telecommunication with cell phone

This kind of technique is not only limited to flying (see Fig.12). Usually the satellite is used but it is
objects but can be applied to other area as follows. too expensive. For this purpose, we can cover the

Japan island by several airships. We are planning

e Micro-ship in Inner Space We can drive a micro- to use the laser drive for controlling and movement.
ship or micro-capsule of medicine by a X-ray laser The small size of airship can carry the micro-robot
whose wavelength is 40 A. Because 80% of hu- given above.

man body is composed of water and human body 9 Kite Plane With the collaboration with National
is transparent to this so-called "water-window" X- Institute for Environmental Studies, we are plan-
ray, the laser will be able to shine the micro-ship ning to drive a kite-plane(see Fig.13) for atmo-
from outside (see Fig.11). The ship can have a spheric obeservation and so on. Micro-scopic kite
structure as shown in Fig.ll(Left) and is equipped plane or feather plane can fly inside the lungs in
with focusing lens made by Fresnel zone plate be- human body also driven by X-ray lasers.
cause it may be difficult to focus the laser into a
small size. By ts method, X-ray need not be fo- Most of the subjects will be turned into reality within
cused onto the micro-ship and low intensity of un- few decades. Aiming at these goals, we have just started
focused X-ray may not cause serious damage to the the collaboration program (Fig.14), which is not yet sup-
human body. One of the authors (K.Yoshida) al- ported as the National project but is now under progress
ready developped a microscopic Fresnel zone plate with their own budget. The goal of each group is
which is 471im size and succeeded to focus 1.45A
X-ray into 0.51Lm Spot. 16 If we need the laser in- (1) Tokyo Institute of Technology Demonstra-
tensity of Ir 1/2 = 1MW-sec' /2/M2 for ablation as tion of 0g micro-airplane by 100J laser. Develop-
in Fig.4, the laser power and energy delivered to ment of micro-ship and X-ray laser. Development
this spot size are 28mW and 142pJ for 5ns pulse. of controlling and tracking devices.
In order to demonstrate the underwater accelera-
tion of the ship, we illuminate the aluminum pen- 9 (2) Photonic Associates, USA Planning and
dulum of 7nmx5mmx1.5mm size contained in a discussion.
glass of water. Figure 15 shows the time sequence
of the movement. The focal spot size was 900 pra. * (3) Osaka Institute of Technology Making new
The estimated C,,, of underwater acceleration is 137 laser of sub Hz at more than 5J based on diode
N-sec/MJ for OmJ and 212 Nsec/MJ for 56OmJ array.

lasers, while in the air it is 39 Nsec/MJ for OmJ * (4) Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
and 61 Nsec/MJ for 56OmJ lasers. Although the Development of airship and its control and driving
pendulum should hardly move owing to a large drag by laser.
inside water, the momentum gained by the pendu-
lum in the water is three times larger than that in 9 (5) National Institute for Environmental
the air. This is due to the efficiency enhancement Studies Development of micro-airplane for atmo-
by water overlay. spheric observation (kite-plane).

* (6) National Institute of Advanced Industrial
9 Micro-Robot in Nuclear Reactor Accident At Science and Technology Development of robot

the accident of nuclear power reactor, a lot of neu- carrier and micro-robot driven by laser without elec-
tron will be emitted and make electronic devices tronic devices.
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Figure . Cannnon ball M2 is effectively driven by large tamper M.

Law Lmw

Figure 2 (Left) Structure of Standard target (ST) and (Right) Exotic target(ET).

I x I K

Figure 3 Simulation results of ablation. Time is 6 10, 14ns from the top to the bottom. Laser intensities are
107, 108, 109 MW/M2 from left to right.
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M MIcroplans Table 1. LHMEL Laser Parameters

2� id' 0 0 Exp.(ST)
Parameter Osc I Osc.2

E 101U ------ - -
Energy 40ft 30J

6 Pulsewidth 25ns 50-100ns

10" Total* 70J

id' lo' lo' lo' lo' lo' lo' lo, Target intensity" 1.3 GW/cm2

1,C112 (MW 112/M2 Rep�tition rate 1/10minutes

1/2 t Amplifier output with this oscillator
Figure 4 Dependence of C,,, on 1r The open circles . Varied 3 70J via flashlamp energy 

number
show experimental results using the LHMEL Nd.glass **At focus of a I m FL mirror in target chamber

laser and the closed squares represent the result of the

micro-airplane in section 4 In the simulation, the pulse

width of the laser was changed from 5ns to 50ns.

10

Ion ............................ (d ) 0

lo, ................

so B

40 LI 0
E 'lo

U lo, ...........
20

0.5 I U 2 2.5 3
Time(microsec) 102 I ..J

lo' lo' lo' lo'

(a) (b) (C) lG111 MWSII/M2)

Figure 5. Density contour by simulation at 3 x 10 -6 sec for (a) acrylic overlay and (b) water overlay. (c) Time
history of C,,,. (d) C.. for water, acrylic, glass overlays. Data of glass overlay are the same as Fig.4 and experimental
condition is different from acryl and water. Water-P and Water-L stand for water overlay measured by pendulum
and load cell.

Figure 6 The flight trajectories of a micro-airplane Figure 7 The flight trajectories of a micro-airplane
with acryl overlay. with water droplet overlay.
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Figure 8. Water supply system for repetitive propulsion. (Left) Single hole used in the experiments. (Right) Multi-

holes like lotus nuts.

Figure 9 Demonstration of water supply system. (a) before irradiation, (b) irradiation, (c) after irradiation.

Figure 10. Optical Inter-Orbit Communications Engineering Test Satellite - OICETS aims to demonstrate pointing,

acquistion and tracking technology(Courtesy of NASDA).



aser

Figure 1.1. Left) The raicroship is equipped with several Fesnel zone plates and ten X-ray needs not be focused
onto the ship. Tis is impoftant to avoid unnecessary damage to the body.(Right) The microship can go along the
blood or lymphatic vessel driven by "water-window" X-ray laser placed outside ofliuman body.

Figure 12. The airship constructed at Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute in colaboratin with National
Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology aimed at electro-telecommunication. The laser can also be
used to drive and control this ship as well as a small-size airship for carrying micro-robot.

Figure 13. A kite plane developped at National Institute for Environmental Studies Tis plane is at present driven
by propeller and controlled by radio frequency wave. It sonitimes looses the control and cannot fly at igh altitude
because the propeller does not work at such altitude. Laser drive is expected to iprove tis situation.
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Figure 14. Collaboration program for various laser-driven vehicles.

Figure 15. Pendulum driven by OmJ laser inside water.
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